
 

DanaCover is tailor-made 
to overcome limitations 
and fit any groove dimension

Background
Engineers in the maritime industry often face limitations when using traditional o-rings, especially in applications with  
challenging conditions or non-standard groove dimensions. Dana-Seals A/S understands these challenges and has  
successfully engineered DanaCover, a double-acting seal designed to withstand high pressures. Its optimized material  
selection and innovative design make it ideal even for demanding LNG environments.

Solution
A client in the maritime industry turned to Dana-Seals when they experienced decompressive explosions using traditional 
o-rings in a fuel unit for Liquid Natural Gas (LNG). Existing market options for double-acting seals did not meet the required 
groove dimensions or working conditions. To address this challenge, we developed DanaCover. This seal, based on DanaFlon 
85, a 95 shore polyurethane material, offers exceptional resistance against decompressive explosions. Unlike traditional 
o-rings, DanaCover is bent like a beam, reducing its sensitivity to compression-set. This unique design approach overcomes 
the limitations associated with high-hardness materials.

Research & Development
Dana-Seals A/S optimized the manufacturing process of DanaCover to ensure flexibility and efficiency. Unlike traditional  
polyurethane profile rings that require specific molds for each dimension, DanaCover can be machined to any required  
dimension without the need for additional time and cost associated with mold production. Leveraging design software and 
extensive experience, Dana-Seals can rapidly produce DanaCover in any dimension, providing a quick and customized  
sealing solution to meet specific application requirements.

The many advantages of DanaCover
› Designed for high-pressure applications.
› Excellent resistance against decompressive explosions.
›  Ideal for Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) applications,  

available in any dimension.
› One-component solution, replacing both the o-ring and back-up ring.
› Easy replacement of a failing o-ring in an existing groove.
› Eliminates the risk of o-ring damage in potential back-up ring gaps.
› No risk of placing a back-up ring on the wrong side.
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